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N.
Oct.
were
29.
M,
Dawson,
the he said to me, 'Now I have told you deaths from drowning
reported
Resump- explosion last Wednesday.
States Attorney General Gregg in fires are smoking throughout
of Vera Paz, near Saa
The
village
in
mines
No.
4
work
tion of
1,
and 6
The wrecked workings have been charge. The proceedings before the Ozark apple belt today in an effort by the name of one senator and I havejhpre t0(av from districts of the repubVincente, is reported destroyed with,
of'the Stag Canon Fuel company, explored and the remaining bodies federal grand jury are shrouded in orchardists to save thousands of bush torn you tne name or uie omer .e..u
result
as
a
Salvador inundated
all its inhabitants.
the normal force, will be brought to the surface as rap- much secrecy. Manufacturers, whole- els of fruit still on the trees. The ana
with about
nave tuiu yuu mat I have the
Four were drowned in this city.
was today's chief development. Forty-tw- idly as conditions permit, Today a salers, and contracting plumbers from drop in temperature to 23 degrees goods on them' and that there is no of a rainfall of unprecedented severity
lasting throughout Monday and Tues- The rainfall here was about ten inchbodies were all that remained in total of 219 dead have been, taken many parts of the country are being early today caught many fruit growes.
,"
day.
mine No. 2, which was wrecked by an from the mine.
(Continued on page eight).
examined.
ers with the picking scarcely begun.
Hazeilou, Pa., Oct. 2ft. Hardly a
wheel turned today In the anthracite
TURAL IRON WORKERS IN APPEAL
WHICH TO LAY DOWN THEIR ARMS.
coal fields of Pennsylvania.
The minTO U. S.
OF
DISCIRCUIT COURT
ers celebrated Mitchell Day in honor
"OPERATORS WILLING TO
of the T:ith anniversary of the sucAPPEALS AT ST. LOUIS
ARM ALL MINE GUARDS.
cessful terminating of the strike of
1900, the first conducted in the hard
coal belt under the leadership of John
ON
.Mitchell, then president of the United ALL CONVICTIONS
SOUTHWESTERN MINE
Mine Workers of America.
In proclamation, Issued from the
THE SAME EVIDENCE
HAS BIG FIRE LOSS
union headquarters of the three anthd

a

r,-rod

post-offic-

Washington, i). C, Oct. 29. -- Passing
over the issue of whether a central bank or a regional bank plan
shall be the basis of the administration currency bill, the senate banking
committee today agreed to eliminate
the secretary of agriculture and the
comptroller of the currency from
membership of the federal reserve
board. The amendment has been
by President Wilson.
The committee also voted to elimi- inate the preliminary
organization'
committee created by the house hill
and to provide for a federal reserve
bank to take charge of the work,
whether the bill finally provides a
central bank or a regional scheme.
The committee found itself still
evenly divided on the central bank
plan and proceeded to work out details which would apply equally well
to a regional system.
No final action was taken to determine the number of members of the
federal reserve bank, their terms of
office' or their salary.
Senators Hollis and Weeks were
absent but were considered as paired
on the questions in dispute. An agreement was made that the committee
would not take advantage of the absence of members to vote on important amendments.
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First
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AS CHAIRMAN
COMMITTEE

New Cranberries!

ONLY

AFTER

TO
A

BE

HOT

ARE SEVERAL
AFTER

THE

FIGHT-TH- ERE

CANDIDATES

PLACE.

AND

GIRLS

EXCELLENT

RECORD

BOTH

TENDANCE

AND

SANTA

FE

THEIR

IT

n
GROCERY GO
PHONE 40.

BOYS

WORK-N-

EW

SPIRIT

MAKE

IN

AT-

SHOWN

FACES

Oyster Shells,
Meat Scraps,

Every mother realizes, after giving
children "California Syrup of
Tigs," that this is their ideal laxative,
because they love its pleasant tarte
and it thoroughly cleanses the tender
little stomach, liver and bowels without griping.
When cross, irritable, feverish or
brtath is bad, stomach sour, look at
the tongue, mother! If coated, give a
teaspoonful of this harmless "fruit
laxative," and in a few hours all the
foul, constipated waste, sour bile anil
undigested food passes out of ih.e
bowels, and you have a well, playful
child again. When its little system U
of cold, throat sore, has stomachache, diarrhoea, indigestion, colic
ivmember, a good "inside cleaning"
i hould always be the first treatment
given.
Millions of mothers keep "California Syrup of Figs" handy; they know
teaspoonful today saves a sick child
tomorrow. Ask your druggist for a 50-nt bottle of "California Syrup of
Fiss," which has directions for babies,
children of all ages and grown-upprinted on the bottle. Beware of counterfeits sold here, so don't be fooled.
Get the genuine, made by "California
Fig Syrup Company."

hr

DETERMINED

SEEN

29.
Oct.
Although
Washington,
AT SCHOOL.
Representative Oscar W. Underwood,
of Alabama, still has his primary campaign lor the senatorship to make,
the lines already are being drawn be- SEVENTH GRADE TAKES,
tween rival aspirants for his place as
BANNER THIS MONTH
Democratic floor leader of the house.
became an
As soon as Underwood
avowed candidate for the senatorial
The second month of school closed
toga, Representative Claud Kitchin, of
recNorth Carolina, and Representative last Friday with a very excellent
and the
A. .Mitchell Palmer, of Pennsylvania, ord both as to attendance
characterizes the
leaped to the front as candidates lor splendid spirit that
the chairmanship of the ways and work of teachers and pupils. The
means committee, whlcn carries with time lost by tradiness has been reduced to a very few minutes per puit the floor leadership.
This waB several weeks ago, and pil and the per cent of attendance for
since then several things happened in the whole school for the past month
a political way Which have created was above the 98 mark. The month
the impression upon Kitchin- and has shown a substantial increase in
some of his supporters that Palmer is the nuniDer enrouea.
,
Monday evening the regular teach-relying upon support from administration sources in his canvass for Under era' meeting was held in the bena high
rA
THP
th a fnllnwiiiE urogram:
uoi,,,.,!
wood's present position.
Children,"!
to
ON
DEMING
Stories
to
JOKE
"How
Tell
Action
Seen.
Significant
j
Of recent acts of the president they Miss Laws.
"Picture Study," Miss Gildersleeve.
regard as particularly significant his
Deming, N. M., Oct. 29. Mayor
"The Teacher's influence Over Pu-- !
letter calling Representative
Henry
of this city, received a letter this
D. Clayton out of the Alabama sena- pils' Home Reading," Miss Huston.
from a prominent gentleman
morning
torial race, and, almost simultaneousMiscellaneous Reports, Etc., Supt. in Springfield, Mo., saying that he had
ly his appointment of Representative Wagner.
received word from this vicinity that
r'raucis Burton Harrison of New York,
Truant Officer's Report, John V. Mexicans were Killing tne people ana
as governor of the Philippine islands. Conway.
committing robberies in this vicinity,
To understand what relation the
Under the head of reports, the sev- im(j that as a result of Mexican raids
Harrison
apand
the
affair
Clayton
era teachers submitted reports for the peopie were leaving this part of the
pointment bear toward Palmer it is month, and these were discussed and ccuntry. The report was traced to a
of
roster
only necessary to peruse the
Last ttoman who thought she would per
compared with each other.
Democratic members of the ways and month the Eighth Grade carried oft petrate a
joke on some of her friendB
means committee of the house.
the banner for good attendance and back east and they have taken it serExamination shows that Palmer,
punctuality; this month the Seventh iously. The fact is, that Deming and
now on his third term of service, is
Grade, taught by Misses Smith anil Luna county know less of the Mexififth from the bottom in point of senMoore, had the best record no tardi can troubles than Is known in almost
iority. With Underwood graduating ness during the month and very little
al:y 0tner part 0f the country. Such
into the senate the chairmanship log- absence.
stories seem like absolute Jokes to us
would
on
the
fall
Harrison,
ically
Each teacher then handed in a list here, but it is apparent that the clrranking member but Harrison has of those
Is
serious
a
stories
such
were
culation
of
who
boys and girls
gone to the Philippines.
problem to the border states.
absent nor tardy during
Next in line (at the beginning of neither
is the
following
The
District court for the county of
month.
the present session of congress) was
Luna convened today, Judge Colin
honor roll:
V.
Shackelford
of
Missouri,
Dorsey
Other officers of
High School, Sena Building: Ralph Neblett presiding.
Shackelford has resigned to accept
Haro!:! the court are District Attorney Jas. k.
Frederick
Gutterman,
Gibson,
commitnew
of
the
the chairmanship
Sheriff Dwight G. Stephens
Hamill, Ferdinand Koch, Alfred Bolls, Waddill,
tee on roads.
Clerk Chas. R. Hughes.
and
Albert
County
Griffin,
Carl
Eugene
Winter,
Line.
in
Kitchin Next
has been selected, and
The
jury
Mmer
grand
Edward
Cartwright,
This elimination leaves Claud Kit- Wheelon,
on
what few cases there
work
are
at
Frances
Hansel
Pflueger,
chin, of North Carolina, who six Friday,
The criminal proconsider.
to
Saware
Thelma
Owen,
Adine
Bess
months ago was the fourth Democrat
Mabel Laws, ceedings are very light this year.
Goebet,
on the committee, its senior member yer, Dorothy
J. B. Goodrich, an Associated Press
Evelyn McBride, Ruth Safford, Helen
and logical chairman.
in Mexico
Frances Leeson, Ruth Moore, man formerly operating
Knapp,
However, when it is necessary to go Nellie Nusbaum, Esther Pollard, Irma City, is spending a few days In the
far down a committee list for a chairThelma Stephens, Anita valley.
man it is conceded to be possible that Stephens, Eladine
D. C. Royer, of New Madison, Ohio,
Carden, Consuelo
the house, without violently shaking Wientge, and Helen Winter.
B. E. Sutton, of Colorado Springs,
and
Bergere
are among .the Mimbres valley boost:
precedent, might select any member
School
Mar
Catron
Grade,
Eighth
of the committee and elevate him to
week.
Friday, Inez Otero, Ada Rodri- ers this
the chairmanship and the leadership gery
Leathe Stevens, Helen Walker,
guez,
in
the
of the Democratic majority
Harry Goebel, DeForest Lord, David
house.
Miller and Albert Roberts.
Catron School:
This, it is declared, is the goal at
Seventh Grade,
which Palmer is aiming. Kitchin him- Jpne Abbott, Norma Fiske, Dorothea
The range In temperature yesterday
self thinks so, at any rate, and is now Koch, Edna Rich, Antoinette Wright, was from
30 to 55; the humidity was
and
Ken
his
preparing Jocelyn Crichton, Clifford Hardy,
support
sounding
Tt was a clear dav. much
qo not- - nont
with
Palmer
for
himself for a struggle
Tflnidwith
neth Law, Page Otero.
n Hia fnrnnivin
..
m
. w "
,ii
iut
namiri
the leadership.
KathtemSixth Grade, Catron School:
ly rising barometer, and a falling
Tt is expected that In the near furyn Andrews, Virginia Hesch, Frances
In the afternoon and at night.
ture manifestations of
this quiet Mayes, Helen Rapp, Kathaleen Rolls, Aperature
wave struck Santa Fe this
cold
struggle will begin to appear in the James Corothers, Alfonso Herrera, morning sending the mercury down to
debates, in that there is reason to be- Willie Kiesov, Neil Lord, Edmundo 20 at 8 a. m. In other cities the tem,
lieve that Kitchin will begin to take Lucero, Willie Martinez, Teddy
perature was as follows:
a more prominent part in the business
Frank Owen, Fred Wagner and
Amarillo, 24; Bismarck, 6; Boise
of the open house than he has done Athington White.
30; Cheyenne, 14; Dodge City, 14;
in the past.
School:
Thelma
Fifth Grade, Catron
24; Flagstaff, 28; Grand JuncOld Factions May Line Up.
Mildred Casner, Elizabeth tion, 28; Helena, 32; Kansas City, 24;
Blandy,
to
the French, Harlowe
He will do this to exhibit
Adelina
Mayes,
12; Los Angeles, 58; Modena,
Democrats his ability to direct their Muniz, Annie Ortiz, Velma Parsons, Lander,
24; Oklahoma, 22; Phoenix, 52; Portparty action. He hopes for the sup- Frances Varella, Julian Otero, Walter land, 42; Pueblo, 18; Rapid City, 14;
port of Speaker Clark, while Palmer Sawyer, Burell Spears, Manuel Torrez,
Roseburg, 40; Roswell, 26; Salt Lake,
counts upon the more ardent Wilson Jose Romero and Guadalupe Montoya.
32; San Francisco, 52; Spokane, 26;
and Bryan followers, hoping through
,
Fourth Grade, Catron School: Jacob Tonopah, 48; Williston, 18;
the latter to break into the southern Alarid, Bene Alarid, Antonio Abeyta,
28.
Democratic
that otherwise Carlos Amarrillo, Willie Muller, Leigh
ranks
Local Data.
might be expected to support Kitchin. McBride, John Nusbaum, Felix Poyle,
Highest temperature this date last
Palmer is now chairman of the Manuel Pino, William Rose, Fairfax
year, 51; lowest, 30. Extreme this
Democratic caucus of the house, He Stephens, Teofilo Romero, Lilly Elli- date, 41 years record, highest, 69 in
was a Wilson manager at the Balti- son, Nellie Ewell, Eloisa Herrera, De- 1890; lowest, 20 in 1872.
more convention last year. With Pal- lia Hill, Katharine Hall, Ruby Lowitz-ki- ,
Forecast.
mer as majority leader, the president
Mary Moore, Shala Piersoll, Helen
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Fair
would have his own man at the head Pollard, Lasha Roibal, Grace Stauf-fer- ,
tonight and Thursday; slowly rising
Then again
of things in the house.
Katharine Van Stone, Lulu Varela temperature.
such action would wrest the ways and and Juanita Sena.
For New Mexico; Tonight fair and
means committee from the agriculturThird Grade, Catron school Ramon continued cold; Thursday fair, warmal south and restore it to the indus- Baca, Jesus Chavez,
Teodora Garcia, er in east portion.
trial north.
William Lopez, Peter Lienau, Jose
Conditions.
The best laid plans of politicians, Mae., Rafael Ortiz, William Owen,
The center of high barometer has
now
however, often go wrong. Just
Pedro Ortega, Rhea Pyle, Lucrasla
drifted rapidly southeast to the centhe one obstacle in the way of Under
Sinferosa Baros, Meliudea Her- - tral valleys, tut the pressure remains
Marwood's transference to the senate is nandes. Florence Montgomery,
high westward beyond the Rocky
Representative Richard Pearson Hob-so- cella Parsons, Julia Rodriguez, Josefila mountains. It gradually decreases,
himself a candidate for the Ala- Sena, Florence Wiese and Irene Wiley. however, to relatively low barometer
bama senatorship.
Second Grade, Catron school Caro in Arizona and along the Pacific coast
Hobson is making a fierce light for lyn Asplund, Ina Pearl Barker, Gladys Temperatures are much lower this
the office, and although Underwood is Carroll, Elsie Muller, Roland Wolver-ton-, morning over the plains region, southlooked upon here as a winner, there
Everett Moore, David Levy and ern Rocky mountains and southwest,
is always an element of uncertainty in Joseph Bergere.
with clear skies generally over the
such a contest.
First Grade, Catron school Pauline western states, although rain or
Anaya, Doris Barker, Isabel de Baca, snow has occurred in Missouri, KanGonzales, Phylis McBride, Emily sas and Oklahoma. Conditions favor
a Lizzie
Montgomery, Katherine Zook, Ida von fair weather in this section tonight
Neyvenheim, Josephine Romero, Wen- and Thursday, with slowly rising temdell Hall, Frank King, Robert Wagner
perature.
and Bennie Sawyer.
Coffee
school
Tony
Kindergarten, Catron
State of Ohio, city ot Toledo, Lucas
Luis Barass, Ben Garcia, Arthur county, ss.
If wp could send your Alarid,
Amaril-las- ,
Dan
Ortiz, Loraine Redman,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
Eloise Cassner, Ruth Griffin, Gene- Is senior
coffee to you every mornpartner of the firm of F. J.
vieve Knnen, and Ixis Whittier.
&. Co., doing business in the
Cheney
Rosel-lSecond Grade, Second Ward
County and State
City of Toledf
ing Iy wireless express
Parsons, Lena Quintana, Cecilia aforesaid, and tnat satd firm will pay
Maez, Inez Barela, Carlos Romero, the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLfrom the mill, it wouldn't Herman
Pino, Max Igalo, Santos Maez, LARS for each and every case of CaDelflnio Montoya, Sabiano Sena, Pabcannot be cured by the use
lie any fresher than it is
lo Griego, Felipe Alarid. Ricardo Ala- tarrh that
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
rid and Nazarlo Gonzales.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
when you open the aroma-tigFirst Grade, Second Ward Rosie
Sworn to before me and sub?etbed
Herbart, Vicente Baca, Francisco Gon- In
my presence, this 6th day ot Detin.
zales, Joe Varela, Tomas Romero, Dom-itilA. D. 188C.
Gonzales, Delfino Montoya, Socor- cember,
A. W. GLEASON,
Don't hesitate with ifs ro Garcia, Adolfo Chavez, Euline Bo- - (Seal.)
Notary Public.
'
Pino.
Facundo
and
gan
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internand buts, try it; if you
Subscribe for tne Santa f Wew ally and acts directly upon the blood
of the system.
don 't like it you lose nothMexican, the paper that boosts all and mucous surfaces
the time and works for the upbuild Send for testimonials, free.
F J. CHENET & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
ing of our ow 8at
ing; it's moneyhaek. ,
Sold by all Druggists, 75c
Take Hall's Family Pills tor con- New Mexican Want Ad
always
It's easy to buy and easy to
stliatlon.
bring results. Trx It- buy.

Poultry and Stock FoodComposed
of Corn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa,
IPZHIOZtTIE

ANDOLRESTAAL,L

saTtika

lump

EtgSf XvoSd

CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL

ff.RIl.?5?D

ANTHRACITE COAL,

Monteruma Avenue, near A.,

T- -

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL. NEW MEXICO.

'TheWPoint

of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.

War Department.
Located

throughout the entire

Conditions for physical
alon.
and mental development are
as cannot be found
IDEAL-su- ch
elaewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructor, U
BustIralnates ftoin sTalidard
Ten buildings,
ers colle.es.
:

E. A. CAHOOM. Prealdent,
E. RHEA,

Du-ra-

j.

p. WHITE. Treasurer.
jJOHN
W. PO, Secretary,
w. A. FINLAY.
oata- r for particular! and Illustrated
goe, address,

Sopl.

COL. J AS. W.WILLSON,

THE WEATHER

DENVER

& RIO GRANDE

ST. LOUIS,

-

C0.1

RAILWAY

MISSOURI-PACIF- IC

CO.

RAILROAD

1

& SOUTHERN CO

IRON MOUNTAIN

1

DrNVER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
Where Direct Connections are Made
FOR ALL EASTERN

AND SOUTHERN

POINTS

will find every want anticipated in the modern hljth.class
to St.
service provided by the through sleeping car routes
Mountain.
n
Louis over the
Missouri-Pacific-Iro-

To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast
Denver & Kio
Roval
- .
"
River Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
Line PAK LAL.bLLc.iNCc, ot all America.

THROUGH LINE Points

uranae-Railwav-T-

he

--

er

INFORMATION

ETC., CALL ON

AS TO RATES,

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

IS QUITE SO

NOTHING as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full Information cheeerfully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CUT

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.
of

L. POLLARD,

L. A. HUGHES,

President.

R.

J.

N. M.

CRICHTON,

Manager

Secretary.

&

Telephone 9 W

104 DON GASPER ST.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

Treasurer.

Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.

License Numbers, 6647.

Next Door to Postoff ice.

Winne-mucca-

ASK FOR TICKETS

For quick results,
little "WANT."

SHIPYDUR FREIGHT

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific
Coast, via NEW MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

yy
iSSlor

East

The

-

Best

'

BuildShingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and
ing Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS The FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

f
Phone

100

Your Business Solicited.'

and 35 W.

::

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

ht

West

For Rates and Full Information, Address
G. F. & P. Aft., El Paso, Texas.
EUGENE FOX,

a

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

GENERAL

.

Mul-ler-

TRAVELERS TO THE EAST

FOR

19 "W

A.

(WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY CU.j

SHORTEST LINE TO

Gorge-Feath-

ruii

VTH.

POWER

l

modern in every respect.

Rerents

j

j

the beautiful Pecos

In

Valley. 8,700 feet above scalevel,
iunshine every day. Open

PS

lw flPT

-

pCr

IN

Cor-bet- t,

& S. F. Railroad Depot.

MILITARY

NEW MEXICO

fni
pf
Inlfcll

AS

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes Is very much to b
desired.

s

-

fft

1

jLIGHTl

c

PHONE 85 MAIN.

)

GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE

K

CAPITAL COAL YARD
WOOtiD
Oal

....
'....$
...

and Meat, $3.50 per
"
$2.50
.05 " lb.
"
Ground Charcoal,
$ .03 "

Bowels.

ROLL

HONOR

OF WAYS AND MEANS

EGG
PRODUCERS
Green Cut Bone
cwt.

Delicious "Fruit Laxative" can't harm
tender little stomach, liver and

NAMES ON THE

UNDERWOOD

29, 1913.

19

"SYRUP OF FIGS" FOR
CONSTIPATED CHILD.

THE SUCCESSOR TO MANY PUPILS HAVE

OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY,

NEW MEXICAN PBINTING CO.
'
for
.Local

Agents

SblVrt)tcke
"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.

a

A Desk Unit with lew or
many Book Units asdesbed.
The only perfect combination
ever made.
dftlr t"4 t"v-.- s
attracRoomy, convenient,show
yoo
tive. We urant to
d
its advantage
Ci 11, write upborn'
I

postf-bitttk-a.

lA.

B

WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

..

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

29, 1913.
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control could not be obtained or
ders and went after the mouser.
MAkP
'
The
JJ cTl
changed by stock ownership
Seeing the firemen approaching tha
I flCM
feet to the
I O cat jumped seventy-fivpresident in opposing thp Vanderlip:
brick paving below and was stunned
plan is therefore put in the position
FOR CURRENCY
of favoring bank ownership and con-- i
Xciv York, Oct. 2!. The Tommy for a while, hut one of its proverbial
trol
disclaimed snpioi- - r disappeared from the
The cat bad been without food,
and lie himself have
imaica high school today by the firm
THE PRESIDENT GETS A SET BACK WHEN against so vigorously.
wa v,,ry emaciated.
As was to he expected, them are (suggestion of Principal Afitcheel, and
ALL WAS LOOKING SO EASY AND
0
iilready Insinuations that in propos- - gills from 12 to 1C years old are on CERTIFICATE OF AMENDMENT.
KE OWNS 52
HARM WILL
COME SAYS ing the scheme .Mr.
Vanderlip waSjthe verge of mutiny.
not in earnest and did not really hop"
MoKt
KirB a,,pe!ir(,d tojay State of New .Mexico,
)f
WILSON.
SOOTH SEA ISLES
Office State Corporation Commission.
to accomplish anytliing, except
tlie:wi(U tllpir ljr min,,,i wrm ui. ueun(i
Certificate of Comparison,
(disruption of the president's plans for jtne oars. There were some, however
"Cocoanuts Are Five Feet Deep Under
Washington, Oct. 2!). .lust as the currency legislation at this session, wn0 dmit; to the Tommy Atkins el- - ('lifted States of America,
Some of the Trees,"
State of New Mexico. ss.
Says Judge struggle over the currency bill in the Whatever Mr. Vanderlip s purpose feet.
Cooper, Owner of Palmyra Islands. senate had reached a point where may have been, however, the imme
It rs Hereby Certified, that the an"The masses of hair over their ears
President Wilson was beginning to diate result of the submission of bis shut out sound and they cannot hear nexed is a full, true and complete
felicitate himself on the prospect of plan is the precipitation of a fight when spoken to," said Mr. Mitchell. transcript of the Certificate of Amendaction, a big spoke bus been thrown which is bound very greatly to pro- "Further, the tight ribbon presses up- ment to Certificate of Incorporation of
r
Land and Live Stock
into the administration wheel by the long the struggle over currency legis- on nerves back of the ear and might
submission of a new plan to the sen- lation.
Company,
changing name to Stern
cause permanent injury."
"
Land & Live Stock Company (No.
ate committee on banking and currenAs hod been predicted in these letIt is said that one girl, who says TCti
!) with the endorsements thereon,
cy which in a single day has radically ters, President Wilson has signed the she is a
is going to find
suffragette,
changed the situation. And the joke urgent deficiency bill, with a meinor- - lout what right a man has got to tell as same appears on file and of record
in the office of the State Corporation
or it is that the new plan conies from annum concerning uie
awaun h(1.
(x ,,,. ,lail.
s)e
Commission.
the very heart of Wall street. It was in that measure upon the civil sen-In Testimony Whereof, the Chair
submitted to the committee by Frank ice. This little grab exempts deputy
man and Clerk of said Commission
A. Vanderlip, president of the Nationmarshals and collectors of internal ft P
FLY LEADS TO
have hereunto set their hands and afal City bank of New York City, a revenue from the civil service. The
lVWilw VVVIII fixed the seal of said Commission, at
concern which is popularly known as
tier.:, i'va in liiw menmrfinthe City of Santa Fe, on this Thir
a Standard Oil bank, and which has dmn that no harm will couie from the
been allied during recent years with enactment of this little grab because
'.Pittsburgh, Oct. 2!). A remarkable teenth day of September, A. R. 1913.
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
the Morgan group. Before Mr. Van- of his well known advocacy of civil suit, for divorce was liled here by At
:
Chairman.
derlip left the committee room it service reform. This would at once torney A. C. Stein tor Mrs. .lennetle Attest
EDWIN F. COARD, Clerk.
was apparent that his plan received inspire the question us to how long Helen Jaudersun against Walter llrad-Mr- .
stock (SEAL)
the support of a majority of the comWilson thinks he is going to be ley .lunderson, a
saw broker of this city. Mrs. Jnndnrson,
mittee members.
president, but he apparently
of Change of Name of
His plan differs radically from that that, and added that moreover, the a very pretty young woman, with a Certificate
r
Land & Live Stock
of the administration bill by providing nower still resides with him to cover iline figure, gives as reason for asking
Company.
lor a central bank, to be controlled these places back into the civil serv- the decree that her husband "lavishes
The
Land & Livo
absolutely, and possibly to be owned, ice by executive order at any time. all his affection on a pet house fly, Stock
Company, a corporation of New
by the federal government, instead of That is exactly true, and therein lies which is continually with him, no matMexico, does hereby certify, that it
the plan carried in the administration the rub of the whole matter. Hy the ter where he goes."
Judge H. T. Cooper, Who Owns 52
its name to the STERN
bill, of regional reserve banks, to be adoption of this provision the DemThe young wife declares that her has changed
South Sea Islands.
& LIVE STOCK
COMPANY,
owned by the banks, under govern- ocrats now have easy access to 1200 husband's pet lly can do everything LAND
and that the said change has been dement supervision.
(Special Correspondence
jobs which they did not have before, but talk. She says Janderson, who clared
by resolution of the Board of
San Francisco, Oct. 22. "The PalThe Vanderlip plan has the support and ns soon as they have them all is of the studious sort, spends hours
Directors of said corporation to be &$
myra group of South Sea Islands is of at least three of the Democrats on filled the president can come along training "his little host," and that he visable and has been
duly and reguthe Eden of the Pacific," declared the committee and of all the five Re- with un executive order covering has neglected her completely.
larly assented to by a vote of two- these faithful into the civil service
Judge H. 12. Cooper of Honolulu, owner publicans.
Mrs. Janderson indignant')' said
thirds in interest of the stockholders
of this string of 52 islands.
President Wilson lost no time in and insuring possibly the retention ot
that a husband who would put a
on that many more Democrats on the fed "house fly" before his wife was bet- having voting powers, at a meeting
"1 receutlv bought them," continued getting word to his supporters
duly called by the Board of Directors
the judge, "after thoroughly exploring the senate committee that under no eral pay roll Indefinitely. In other ter rid of.
for that purpose, and the written ashis
hi
the
friends
would
and
the
circumstances
words,
approve
president
them, accompanied by Montague Cook,
sent of said stockholders is hereby
in congress are merely serving notice
Jr., curator of the Bishop Mub.'um, Vanderlip plan.
and that the registered ofappended;
FEET
as75
JUMPS
CAT
and
of
their
heirs
this plan puts upon
The submission
successors,
and Prof. .1. F. Rock of the college of
fice of the said corporation Ib located
awksuccessors
if
sucli
desire
signs that
Hawaii. We discovered new fish and the president iu an extremely
AND IS UNINJURED in rooms
Laughlin Block, In tha
ward position. It has been demon- these 1200 jobs as ardently as the
plant life.
of Santa Fe, New Mexico, and Mr.
city
nec"I intend to work Palmyra for copra. strated conclusively that under the present Incumbents do it will be
.Meridian. Miss., Oct. 29. The fire Edward H. Oakley is designated as
Cocoanuts are five feet deep under administration bill the banks will ab- essary to play the same kind of spoils
and in
was called lo the Central the statutory agent therein
solutely control the regional reserve politics that Mr. Wilson and his department
whom
the trees in some of the groves."
and
prothereof,
upon
charge
to
from
the
take
Church
Methodist
Mr. Vanderlip has out- henchmen have just played.
Judge Cooper has lived in Hawaii institutions.
of the church a cat that cess against the said corporation may
high
steeple
in
an
flanked
the
proposing
president
23 years.
be made.
It will not pay you to waste your had been disturbing worship and makinstitution to be wholly and absolute-- .
In Witness Whereof, the said cor
sounds for
mournful
some
very
ing
out
forms
em
time
the
controlled
legal
your
writing
government,
by
The changeable weather of early ly
to entice poration has caused this certificate to
a week.
efforts
about
Any
can
thorn
when
already
you
get
his
print
by
providing
fall brings on coughs and colds that phasizing in proposal
the bo signed by its President and Secre
the new concern shall ed at the New Mexican Printing the cat to come down failed, so ladseal to be here- tary and Its corporate
have a weakening effect on the sys- that stock
aerial
ran
the
fire
up
so
department
not
that
the
Company.
have
voting power
unto affixed, this 2Sth day of June, A.
tem, and may become chronic. Use
D 1913.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. It
LAND & LIVE
has a very soothing and healing ef"
BUT I
STOCK COMPANY
MRS. PANKHURST SAYS,
fect on the irritated and inflamed ait it PERHAPS I AM 'THE MOSES OF THE MOTHERS
By NATHAN B. STERN,
passages, and will help very quickly.
Its President
It Is a well known family medicine
SHALL ENTER THE ' PROMISED LAND!' VOTES FOR WOMEN
(Corporate Seal
that gives results. The Capital
Attest:
SHALL COME WHILE I YET LIVE!"
wife $75 a month for separate main-tenance.
The captain had alleged misconduct
with Major Clarence Murphy, then on
the staff of the governor of Louisiana
at Jackson barracks. Major Murphy
came lroin fans to testily voluntarily for Mrs. Merriam.
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Weak, Inactive Kidneys Cause
Much Trouble

NEW PLAN SUBMITTED
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BLADDER

positively and permanently cure such troubles is to remove
the cause. The reason why Foley Kidney Pills are the best
medicine for kidney and bladder troubles is because they are
made wholly of those healing, strengthening and restorative
ingredients that nature needs to build up and renew these important and vital organs. See that you get Foley Kidney Pills
for your kidney and bladder troubles. They are tonic in action,
quick to give good results, and contain no harmful drugs.
CAPITAL

IN OLD TEXAS

PHARMACY.

I went to Texas this
tering, I thought of Santa . Fe's cool,

air, with scarcely any

"Despite the alluring witner cliine

of San Antonio and the delights

of
Mr.

I'D RATHER

"Oldest City."

hu-

midity."
So said Attorney Claudius J. Nets,
who has returned from a visit to Galveston, where he and his family spent
part of the summer and fall.
"During the heated term, three or
four collars a day would not suffice to
keep a man comfortable around the
neck," he continued. "There was also
no comfort at night unless one had a
strong mosquito bar on guard.
"Of course, Texas attracts many
and tourists in the
healthseekers
winter months. Galveston Is becoming even more popular as a tourist resort than San Antonio. I visited both
cities. San Antonio is much sought
after by those "who seek an ideal, mild
'winter clime. Galveston affords dein the summer
lightful bathing
months.
"A trip across Texas, from El Paso,
impresses one with the grandeur, the
immensity of the United States as
well as of the largest state In the
union. We left El Paso at 8 In the
morning, traveled all that day, all that
night and arrived in San Antonio at

$2,160 RAISED FOR

JESSIE WILSON

Washington, Oct. 29. Congressmen
in an informal meeting called by Representative Leader Mann, named

Speaker Champ Clark chairman of a
committee to select a wedding gift for
Miss Jessie Wilson.
"How much shall we chip in?" ask'
ed Mr. Mann.
Will $5.no a member be too high?
"No, no," chorused Democrats, Re

publican and Progressives as they
handed in their money.
The membership of the house is 432.
All contributing, the wedding gift fund
would total $2,160.
.

CAPTAIN MERRIAM IS REFUSED DIVORCE BY COURT.

San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 29.
Judge Graham, of the superior court,
refused a divorce today to Captain
Henry C. Merriam, U. S. A., from his
wife, Bessie Merriam, and allowed the

BE IN A LITTLE.

DINGY

ROOM-- AS

A GOVERNOR'S WIFE, TRUCKLING

Stern-Hage-

i
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"

WE ARE

NOW-T- HAN

(By W. H. Alburn.)
(Copyrighted, 1913, by the Newspaper
Enterprise Association.)
New York, N. Y,, Oct. 29. "So they
call me the women's Moses."
Mrs. Emmeline Pankhurst, head and
front of the world's feminist movement and fighting leader of the militant suffragets, sat opposite me,
across a big table In the headquarters
of the Women's Political association,
where Mrs. O. H. P. Belmont reigns.
She was just about to start on her
American lecture tour.
Mrs. Pankhurst did not look at all
like Michael Angelo's famous statue
of Moses.

d

"Where my husband goes I will go,"
she answered. "His enemies are my
enemies.
"They say that In all the hundred
years that Tammany has corrupted
and tyrannized over New York, no
woman has ever fought against It
Very well! I will fight Tammany. And
Will and I shall win. For we stand
together!"
"And will yon go on the stump to
help Mr .Sulzer in his campaign for election to the legislature?"
"No, I am not a public speaker. I
wish I were. But at every meeting I
will be on the platform with my husband. We will act together and plan
together, just as we have always done,
since our marriage six years ago."
"Mr. Sulzer has said more than once
that ha always takes your advice," I
reminded her.

STERN-HAGE-

EDWARD

TO TAMMANY!"

MRS. SULZER TODAY.

'If he does I feel proud. For I am
proud to be the wife of Mr. Sulzer.
Better than anyone else can, I know
his Integrity and high purpose.
"Wb would still be In Albany, only
my husband refused to obey the or
ders of Boss Murphy.
My husband would still be governor
of New York if he had consented to
betray the people at the dictation of
Boss Murphy.
My husband refused to- do wrong
as governor, so Murphy and his hirelings ordered him 'removed.'
"It is all a shameful commentary on
Political bossism
free government.
must be destroyed In America or our
The boss
Institutions are doomed.
must go. My husband will do his share
In the fight for honest government
"I fear, however, that I have not al
We have
ways advised him wisely.
both been careless In money matters.

r

10-1- 5

By W. H. ALBURN.

Copywrlght, 1913, by the Newspaper
Enterprise Association.)
New York, Oct. 29. It's a long leap
exefrom the luxurious dignity of the
cutive mansion at Albany to the
in the
cramped humility of a room
York.
Broadway Central Hotel in New
t talked there with Mrs. William
whom
Sulzer, wife of the governor
"Chief" Murphy drove from office, It
was the day after their arrival. And
I asked Mrs. .Sulzer a bitter question:
"Where would you rather be here
or in the governor's mansion?"
The frail little woman stopped unand
packing lingerie from a trunk
stood erect, a sudden picture of dignity and strength.
"I would rather," she said, "infinitely rather, be here with my husband,
under the present humiliating circumexestances, than the mistress of the
cutive mansion, at the price of truckling to Tammany! .
"For here," she continued, "we are
We
free. Our souls are our own.
have our self respect and we can fight
our way up again."
Then she sank back into a rocking
chair, rather wearily. The .long strain
of a losing battle with Boss Murphy
and his legislature, of the impeachment trial and the exile from Albany,
of cheering her husband through the
most eruelllug experience to which a
governor of New York has even been
She
subjected, had told upon her.
glanced rather helplessly around the
disordered room, littered with still
personal belongings hastily tossed into trunks and suit cases in her
hurried departure from the capital.
There was no grandeur now. She
was lust a tired little woman, in a
plain white shirt waist and dark Bkirt,
sitting amid the ruins of her household goods, without a home, not know
ing even where her next home wouia
he. Her mild blue eyes were dull.
There were little lines of care In her
face. Even her graying hair suggested
weariness.
But there was moral grandeur.
"Your husband has started a death
"Are
grapple with Tammany," I said.
you going to fight Murphy, too?"
Instantly all the weariness slipped

l)fRCF fOURT
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summer bathing at Galveston,
"I never realized the meaning of Xeis
says there is no city like Santa
that sentence, 'Climate it Fate' until Fe and no climate like
that of the
summer. Swelg

j

-

11 o'clock
in the morning 27 hours.
And then one had to travel a few more
hours lo reach Galveston!"

IS CLIMATE FATE?
SPEND A SUMMER

A

Jr

Backache, rheumatism, and all kidney and bladder disorders

are caused from weak inactive kidneys, which fail to filter out
the poisons, and keep the blood pure. The only way to

Stern-linge-

We were so engrossed iu steering a
perfectly straight course politically,
you see. And I, who had been a pracof
tical woman, as superintendent
nurses in a big hospital, would blame
myself a little for such carelessness,
if Will would let me. I should have
managed some details more wisely."
"Are you a suffragist?"
"Not exactly. If I were governor,
and a suffrage bill came to me, I
should sign it, of course. For If women
want to vote, who shall deny them the
right?"
"But I am
I suppose.
I think that a woman's place Is beside
her husband, in support, not in rivalry.
"I believe that the most powerful
influence in the world Is that which
a good woman exerts over the man
who loves her, and I would far rather
help my husband to rise than to create
a career for myself."

H. OAKLEY.

Its Secretary.
EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW THE GREAT LEADER OF THE
SAYS THAT, WITH THE MORAL SUPPORT OF AMERICAN
Affidavit.
WHY
WOMEN, THE BALLOT FOR THOSE OF ENGLAND IS WON!
State of New Mexico,
INTO
CAUSE."
CAME
HOW
"THE
AND
'HE
SHE FIGHTS
County of Santa Fe. as.
On this 28th day of June, A. D,
1913, before me appeared N. B. Stem,
president, and Edward H. Oakley, secIAND
retary, of the STERN-HAGE& LIVESTOCK COMPANY,
each to
me personally known, who being by
me severally and duly sworn, each for
himself, and not one for the other,
did say that N. B. Stern is such president and Edward H. Oakley is such
secretary, respectively, of said cor
poration, mentioned in and which executed the foregoing certificate, and
that the seal affixed to said instrument is the corporate seal of said cor
poration; and that said Instrument
was signed and sealed in behalf of said
corporation by authority of its board ol
directors and with the assent of at
in interest of stockleast
holders of said corporation, having vot
ing powers as their voluntary act and
deed and as the voluntary act and deed
of said corporation.
And affiants further say, that the
assent hereto appended is signed by at
in interest of the)
least
stockholders of said corporation having voting powers, either in person or
constituted
by their severally duly
thereunto
proxies or attorneys-in-fact- ,
duly authorized in writing.
NATHAN B. STERN.
President,

IN AN

0Y

The table nearly hid the little, delicate figure, elegantly clothed In black
velvet, with a black bow at her pink
throat and bodice, and cuffs of filmy
white lace. Beneath her black velvet
hat, edged with gold braid, clustered
beautiful light brown hair, with just
a trace of gray.
The soft oink of her unlined face
seemed wonderful for a woman of 51.!
who had lived through years of
storm and stress and had been, within the present year, five times at the
point of death from "hunger strikes."
The blue eyes were mild and kindly.
A smile played around her lips. Her
hands were fine and delicate. There
was nothing to suggest the big, burly
part she has played in the world.
"So they call me the 'women's
I feel honored, but no, I am
Moses?'
not a Moses. For Moses never entered the promised land.
"As for me, I will enter in and possess the laud!
"For we are going to win, and surer
to me than all other certainties, .is
this that the cause for which I fight
will prevail within my lifetime.
"Like your own Julia Ward Howe,
mine eyes nave seen me giory oi iu
coming of the lord.'
"First there must be a change of
Asquith, who is our
government.
tyrant as ivlllg ueoige was me ijnm
of your own American forefathers,
will go, with his blind and heartless
satellites.
"Then our time will come!
"It is to hasten its coming that I
am here. I am going to appeal to
America as frankly as your Americans
appealed to France in your early, dark
Mrs. Pnakhurst in Action. A Flashlight of the Famous English Militant
days."
There was nothing oratorical in Just Taken at Her First Lecture in New York City.
Mrs. Pankhurt's manner. She talked
and changeable. Now, men them- tacular agitation to make peoplp
evenly, in the low, musical tones that
and consistent, think.
thrill a single auditor or an audience selves may be logical
"Thus the militant movement was
but they have seldom shown it in my
of thousands.
born, and martyrdom began.
"We need money for our revolution. experience."
"We are winning. But, oh, the cost
"Mr. Pankhurst was a suffragist,
Our enemies have nearly bankrupted
of It! One of our women has died,
wasn't he?"
us, raiding our quarters, seizing our
"Yes, one of the first He was a thousands have suffered, hundreds
papers and supplies, driving us to
before I knew him. He have wrecked their health for life, and
suffragist
to
destroy
seeking
great expenditure,
1X71." yet there is no wavering.
and organization drafted the first suffrage bill in
our constitutional
the last?"
"And
will
draft
you
intermore
"My daughter, Christobel, is an exwe
far
are
in
which
work,
bill is as good ile in Paris, editing a suffrage newsMr.
Parkhurfs
"No,
for
outbreaks
casual
our
In
ested than
paper. My daughter, Sylvia, Is in a
today as ever."
the sake of publicity.
London jail, or In hiding I do not
"When did you become a suffrage!
"But more than money, we want the
"I was always a suffraget," she an-- know. I only know that she is doing
moral support of America."
her work and will die if need be, as
"Tell me," I asked, "is it the men's swered.
however, began, I will!
"My education,
support you want, or the women's?"
with hearing Miss Lydla Becker when
"And, I am here Jiot to urge vio-- I
"The women's above all.
was 14. She was England's Susan Knee, but to appeal to the women of
"If the women are with us, we can
B. Anthony!
America on behalf of millions of suf- do anything!"
"For 37 years I have worked for fering English women on behalf of
"You don't seem to think much of
suffrage. Eight years ago, when the the race to which women give birth,
men," I suggested.
Yes, I do, when they re fair and movement seemed dead, we decided to and which it is women's work to con- logical. "They always call us illogical follow Balfour's hint, and Btart spec- serve."
1

two-third- s

two-third- s

EDWARD

H. OAKLEY,

Secretary.
Subscribed and sworn to before ma
his 2Sth day of June, A. D. 191.1.
JOHN W. MAYES.
Notary Public.
(Notarial Seal)
My commission expires July 17th,
1915.

Stockholder's Assent to Change In
r
Land and
Name of the
Live Stock Company.
We, the subscribers, having at least
Stern-Hage-

s

in

interest

of

the

stock-

r
land &
holders of the
Live Stock Company, have, at a meeting regularly called for the purpose,
voted in favor of changing the name of
said corporation to the STERN LAND
AND LITE STOCK COMPANY, and
do now, pursuant to the statute, hereto said
by give our written assent
change.
In Witness Whereof, we have hereunto set our hands and seals this 28th
day of June, A. D. 1913.
Stern-Hage-

NO.

of shares
67
Nathan B. Stern, (Seal)
67
J. Ernest Stern (SeaD
(By Nathan B. Stern, his attorney
In fact.)
I
Edward H. Oakley (Seal)
ENDORSED:
No. 7G64.
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 6, Page 235.

Certi-

ficate of Amendment to Certificate ol
r
Land
of
Incorporation
and Live Stock Company, changing
name to STERN LAND & LIVE)
STOCK COMPANY.
Filed In Office of State Corporation
Commission, Sep. 30, 1913; 9 a. m.
EDWIN F. COARD,
Clerk.
Compared EDC to HFS.
Stern-Hage-
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bring results. Try It
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players or other considerations the
clul) was to receive for the,

BASEBALL

MANAGER

Bresnahan was signed as second
catcher last winter but took part in
comparatively few games. His salary,
reported to be $10,000 annually, is con
sidered by the club, too high for the
services he rendered the team. Re-ports last summer of discord on the
team when it was suffering from a 'los-Bresnahan as
ing
leader of a small faction opposing
Manager Evers, but as the season drew
to a close relations between the two
seemed friendly.
President Ebbets of Brooklyn is on
cordial terms with Murphy and the
according to one story, may be
seeking to strengthen his position in
the coming National league meeting
by delivering Bresnahan to Brooklyn
in exchange for Ehbels's further sup- port there.

OR NOT.

the

Frank Chance has been
one season and to
American
all appearances hasn't accomplished
much, but appearances are sometimes j
as deceptive as an Ed Wal.sli spitball.
What Chance has done will be
This year he was
Bhown in 1H14.
handicapped by falling heir to a misfit
lot of players and the failure of men
from whom he had a right to expect
much.
his $1S,0i
In Maisel,
beauty,
Chance has one of the best looking
youngsters that ever played third
base; Maisel fields brilliantly and he
certainly can hit; then there is Jack
Knight, the elongated infielder who
was dragged back from tha International league; Williams, the big first
baseman; Holly Zeider, one of the
most valuable infielders in the league.
r
and a hard,
a daring
timely hitter; Frankie Gilhooley, the j
sensational outfielder; Holden and
Whitman, both outllelders who are
being tried out this fall.
But It is in the pitching depart-ment that Chance has done well.
First he uncovered Keating, the won-derful spitball pitcher; in the draft,
from the American association, he
drew "Kins" Cole, for whom Columbus refused his offer of $12,000, earlier
in the season.
Chance brought Colo into the big
league when he was pilot of the Cubs.
It is said Cole Is angered at going to
Chance again, hut he ' will probably
get over this before reporting time.
Cole was a bear in the A. A. last season and the experience should make
him more valuable to Chance.
From the Houston, Texas club,
Chance secureu" "Dode" Criss and
Charley Rose, the best pitchers in the
Texas league.
Criss' chief pitching fault was lack
of control. He could wing a ball
across the pan like Rusie, but he seldom knew where It would land. Criss
started ball playing at Corsicana, Tex- as, eight years ago. When he was let
go by the Browns, after his arm went
lame, he went to the Houston team
and last year won 14 games. This
year he was the best pitcher in the
league and his speed plus the control
he discovered somewhere on the
prairies, promises to make him
a valuable man for Chance.
Charley Rose haB been with Houston live years and hails from Missouri.
In 1911 he was sold to the Browns,

readings ranging from 16 degrees
zero at Concordia and Dodge
City. Kansas, to sn at Dallas and Abi
lene, Texas.
Coming on the heels of snow and
sleet storms, the drop in temperature
caused great suffering to livestock and
not a little to human beings.

jBDOve

WILL SHOW WHETHER FRANK CHANCE IS '.Chicago
catcher.

$25,000
in

WEDNESDAY,

SHE CHALLENGES ALL THE
GIRLS IN THE WORLD

HEWS
SEASON OF

;

MEXICAN

POLICY TO BE
AGREED ON BY POWERS

Continued from page one).
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the constitutionalist consul here. Renewal of heavy fighting was planned
for tomorrow .conditional on the arrival of about 1,000 constitutionalist

reinforcements.
The federal dead to date were glv-- .
t n at 250, with about 300 federals deserting to the enemy. Many constitutionalist residents of Monterey have
helped the attacking force very materially..
Immense war supplies, more valuable to the constitutionalists
than
fresh recruits, were reported captured
by the invaders.
These included
twelve machine guns, ten of which
had never been
unpacked, four can
non, 4000 rifles, 50,000 cartridges and
horses and saddles.
Jesus Carranza, General Gonzales
and Col. Marugia are said to be direct
ing the siege.
Telegraph lilies to Monterey are
reported open via Galveston but it Is
said here that only back date business
is accepted.
May Evacuate Chihuahua.
El Paso, Texas, Oct. 29. Five special rains are under steam In Chihuahua City to bring the fe3eral garrison
ol five thousand to the border, declare.
Americans arriving from there on a
refugee train today. The Americans
say Governor Mercado apparently is
planning to give up the cily without
a fight when Pancho Villa .attacks.
They report Villa within thirty miles
of Chihuahua Tuesday and moving In
rapidly. Another refugee train from
Chihuahua is enroute and is expected
to reach Juarez tonight. Villa, it is
claimed by rebels, has a force of seven thousand.

elections have reached the state department. Consular dispatches reported Monterey still in the hands of the
federals, after fighting in which no
Americans were injured.
Small groups of federals arriving at
Mazatlau reported a destructive . defeat after a day's fighting about ten
miles from the city.
The Ward liner .Morro Castle, with
Mrs. John bind and ten refugees
aboard, is due in New York tomorrow
from Vera Cruz.
A laconic message from Rear Admiral Fletcher today said General Felix
Diaz and his party were aboard the
battleship Louisiana and that "all
was quiet."
A private cablegram received here
New York, Oct. 2!i. No confirmation
today from Miguel Covariubias, Mexi
or denial of the report that Roger
can minister to Russia, announced
Bresnahan w as to succeed William
that diplomat's resignation. Covariu'Dahlen as manager of the Brooklyn
bias, who has been called Mexico's
baseball club could be obtained at the
foremost diplomat, was formerly min'club offices' today. President Ebbets
ister to bondon and was slated for
was out of town on a fishing trip and
transfer to the United States before
to
officers
refused
discus?
the other
the development of Mexican politics
the report.
It was said, however,
resulted in his transfer from bondon
a
was
that Dahlen's contract
yearonly
to St. Petersburg.
His friends here
ly one.
say his resignation was voluntary and
As a 1914 contract has not been
that he is out of sympathy with tle MANY HOMES ON
Huerta regime.
signed this would open way for a
NATIONAL FORESTS.
change in managers should the club
Mexican Prms Comments.
Since congress pased the forest
FASTEST GIRb RUNNER.
officials so decide.
Mexico City, Mex., Oct. 29. "Each
homestead act of June-11- ,
1906, two
Julia Downey, C9 Poplar street, hour brings news of fresh triumphs thousand seven hundred and twenty-- .
r
t
in
the
ticket
the
a
issued
has
MAGGIE
SAYS
racing
TEYTE
BE1R0USERED
Brooklyn,
seven settlers have been given homes
ilenge to "all the girls in the world." Mexican staleB,'' says El . Diario, the on the New Mexico and Arizona na
"DRESSES ARE IMMODEST!"
in
editorial
She runs 100 yards in 11
seconds, government organ,
today, tional forests.
Four hundred
'and she does it, mostly, just because
"The votes have a double signi-ishhomes were acquired durto.
of
of
the attitude
run.
loves
ficance sanction
the past; fiscal year.
races a few our president and disapproval, we ing
She began running
This record of homesteads applied
years ago on the Brooklyn school might almost say scourging, of the for and granted is pointed to by the
(grounds, and won three handsome wicked, unfounded and insolent med- government as illustrative of a general
medals.
dling of a foreign power in our domes-ti- recognition on the part of forest users,
Later she passed all the other girl
affairs.
that homesteads on the forests may be
runners at public foot races and her
"The attitude of the president of the acquired as readily as on the public
recent triumphs have brought nation- Uuited States in upholding the elecdomain. The routine of application
al celebrity to her.
toral tickets of those who favor the and listing varies fb some extent, but
Now she is ready to run against rebels in the north of Mexico, and op- the
of residence is the
any girl for the championship of thejpoglng those of the B,)nortera of le- - isamerequirement
in both cases, three years.
world.
euittv. order and national dienitv. has
The forest homesteads, as a rule,
She keeps on training all the time assured the continuation of Provisionof small scattered patches of
and her daily program includes box- al President Huerta in power. More consist
cleared land or land so valuable for
etc.
ing, handball,
over it has gathered about Huerta all agriculture that, in accordance with
all girls those who are
Miss Downey believes
honorable and worthy the government policy of putting land
ath
in
interest
an
active
should take
in the country, and consecrated him within the forests to the highest use,
letics.
in the present difficult circumstances it is
opened to entry on the request
as the only possible president of the ot prospective homesteaders.
JOE RIVERS BEATS
Mexican republic."
thouOne hundred and twenty-siRUSSELL AT NEW ORLEANS.
El Independienle says:
sand three hundred and forty-tw"The rebel of Vera Cruz aud the acres have been opened to entry In
'
New Orleans, Oct. 29. Joe Rivers,
hero of Ciudad de la (Felix Diaz) de- Arizona forests during the past seven
was
Los
the
Angeles lightweight,
clares himself vanquished. Under the years and in New Mexico, one hunawarded a popular decision over w
thousand and ten
ing of John bind and pasted like dred
a
Frankie Russell of this city, after
scum to Consul Wm. Canada, he has acres have been listed during the
Rivfight here last night.
shown himself in moments of imag- some period.
ers kept Russell on the defensive
inary danger a military man full of
throughout the ten rounds.
terror and entirely devoid of honor." CAUSE FOUND FOR
Rivers easily was the winner of
EXPLOSION OF DIRIGIBLE.
El Imparcial says:
every round except the first, in which
The nephew of the great DoW '" Bfeflin," Oct. 29. The explosion 'of
neither fighter extended himself.
Porfirio Diaz showed himself as cow the dirigible Zeppelin HI on October
In the second round, Russell was
as a rabbit."
f".'.jlT, which' cost the lives of 28 men, Isfloored three times, with right and left ardly
attributed in the official report today
Diaz Partisans Arrested.
hooks to the jaw.
Seven followers of Felix Diaz, who to be a partial vacuum formed in the
The eighth found Russell apparentcenter gondola behind a new type of
Rivers chased were arrested at Vera Cruz on charges
ly in serious trouble.
wind shield. This was used for the
towere
here
of
brought
conspiracy,
over
man
the
all
his
ring, landing
first time on tEecraft, and It sucked
to
district
the
and
consigned
to
the
day
stinging uppercuts and rights
the
the
gaB escaping from beneath
of
are
court.
accused
stiff
planning
few;
They
body. Russell landed only a
of the dirigible
structure
aluminum
In
Cruz.
a
Vera
revolution
blows throughout the bout.
into the gondola, where it was exNo Word About Diaz.
ploded by a spark from the motor.
NO PLAYERS INVOLVED
Vera Cruz, Mex., Oct. 29. No adThe possibility of such suction had
IN SALE OF SUGGS. vices as to what is to be done with
been overlooked by the Zeppelins conCincinnati, Ohio, Oct. 29. President Felix Diaz and his fellow refugees on structors and the naval aeronautic exHerrmann, of the Cincinnati Baseball board the United States battleship
perts. The shield is not to be used in
club, announced today that there was Louisiana had come to John
bind, the future.
on trade of players involved in the Consul William Canada, or Rear Addeal in which Pitcher George Suggs miral Fletcher from Washington late
Miss Maggie Teyte and Trousers.
this morning. The fugitives expressed
goes to. the St. Louis Nationals.
some anxiety as to their eventual dis"Suggs was sold for a cash
Special Correspondence.
said Herrmann.
position.
New York, Oct. 29. Maggie Teyte,
No sign of protest against the grantthe diminutive English soprano, who
ing of asylum to the refugees on
the Philadelphia-Chicag- WEATHER RECORDS FOR
will appear with
25 YEARS ARE BROKEN board an American warship has been
opera company, arrived on - Kansas
City, Oct. 29. October tem made by the Mexican authorities.
the Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse wear
Rebels Capture Munitions.
of perature records for 2o years wereing "boy's clothes." In a pair
broken in Missouri,', Kansas and. OklaTexas, Oct. 29. IntermitTHE MERRIAM WEBSTER
... tentbaredo,
knickerbockers, she skipped about the
fighting was In progress today at The Only New unabridged dicshowed Monterey, according to dispatches to
thermometer early today
tionary in many years.
camera men, while stout German
Contains the pith and essence
stewards stood by and laughed.. But
of an authoritative library.
she didn't come ashore wearing 'em.
Covers every field of knowlBEAT HARVARD.
BACKING YALE
HARRIMAN MILLIONS
When the big, unprogressive
edge. An Encyclopedia in a
policeman at the gangplank
book.
single
diva
saw the dainty
tripping toward
The Only Dictionary with the
him in the soft brown knickerbockers,
New Divided Page.
black silk stockings aud mannish
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
brown coat trousered invasion of the
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
United States ended abruptly.
half a million dollars.
"Nothin' doin' " was all the cop
Lei ns tell you about thi.3 most
He
and
blocked
the gangway.
said,
remarkable single volume.
wouldn't let Maggie land until she
Write for sample
on
a skirt, which
went back and put
pages, full par
ticulars, etc.
however, was of the generously slitted
V-- ;
Hume this
kind.
paper and
Miss Teyte, at home Mrs. Plumon,
we will
who had her physician husband with
send free
and
embarrasswas
disconsolate
her,
a set of
1
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"Dode" Cnss.
but was returned before the training
'season ended. Rose is a little chap,
,
weinhing scarcely 150, but his pitch-he
of
Criss
Outside
is
uncanny.
ing
was the best pitcher in fhe Texas
league this year, and his winning 21
games out of 27 makes him look genuine. He is 6 feet 9 and only 23. Otto
Sens, president of the Houston club,
expects Rose back next spring, having
an idea the little fellow is a class A
pitcher at best.
Rose is a left hander and is noted
for making the runners stick close to
the bags. He made monkeys of the
Giants last spring when they tried to
run wild on him and his
is said to fool the best saik-pil-- ;
ferers in the business.

'
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j

sun-cure-

half-bal-

Charlie Rose.
"King" Cole.

KITTY GORDON, STAR, GIVES

IDEAS

OF

LOVE.
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KITTY GORDON,
Famous Prima Donna.

life to stop. My idea of love is this.
"To give no more than is received.
To retain your own individuality. Don't
submerge it in the man you love, else
he will lose respect for you and look
upon you merely as his hand maiden.
To have your own profession, your ambitions and your own income. To be
his equal in every way only then can ed.
"Dresses are Immodest!" she exa woman love her husband."
are not.
claimed, "aud trousers
Trousers leave nothing to the imagthe pennant over the South Side every ination, while dresses do, even the
ji tis I don't know. You know
THE CUBS REFUSE
slit ones.
uro nnt olirHhle to membership season."
"And I am only a few years ahead
THEIR CONTRACTS the order, therefore I am not post- - Mr. Comiskey means that money,
are comfortjed on what this important ultimatum and money alone, would win out in of the times. Trousers
baseball. New York and Chicago, the able, and all women will be wearing
will be," concluded Evers.
29.
Oct.
Basball
The
PlayChicago,
cities of the American them within a hundred years."
of
er's Fraternity may toss a bomb Into Another indication of the strength
out every fall and
the Ball Plover's Fraternity is the fact league, would go
organized baseball during the next that six of Evers's regular performers, make immense offers to players of the WALTER JOHNSON
few weeks that will be the signal for men who were always willing to sign Speaker. Cobb, Crawford, Jackson and
SHUTS OUT GIANTS.
of
contracts before Collins type. In a short time all
bitter strife between club owners and up their next-yea-r
American
the
of
league
the
stars
in the fall, have reTulsa, Okla., Oct. 29. Walter John
players. The athletes are evidently leaving for home
either Chito sign. Evers would not say would be performing with
son, pitching for the Chicago White
much belter organized than the club fused
York.
New
or
players were, cago
Sox, opposed Christy Mathewion here
owners and the general public imagin- this aftetrnoon who the
were all regular
yesterday, and the White Sox won
ed. Just what the nature of their first but stated that they
over the New York Giants, 6 to 0.
shot will be we have been unable to performers.
ROGER MAY
Johnson
held the Giants to eight
to
not
owners
.liable
are
club
The
as
their
order
is
of the secret
learn,
1914 SUPERB AS scratch hits, struck out eight men and William Averill Harriman (at left)
variety, but from no less an authority recognize the demand wherein the
walked one, Mathewson was taken determined Yale shall defeat Harvard
than Johnny Evers, manager of the players ask for the abolition of the reout after he allowed two doubles and
heard that the serve clause In all contracts. In that
Chicago Cubs, we
Chicago, Oct. 29. Because President
William Averill Harriman, son of
athletes were holding back something respect the club owners certainly have Murphy of the Chicago Nationals a Bingle In the fourth Inning. Wiltse,
was the late E. H. Harriman, is determin
succeeded Mathewson,
to spring after both the major leagues all the arguments in their favor. If could not be found today a story that who
on the
a ball player were free to sign with
have held their fall meetings.
Roger Bresnahan would be traded to pounded freely. The game was play ed Yale shall defeat Harvard
Thames.
Amnrdinsr to Evers S3 ner cent ol any club that he desired to go to after Brooklyn to succeed Dahlen as man- ed in a snow storm.
season ager could be neither confirmed nor
R. H. E.
Score:- To make it so, this youngster is
the ball players In the two major fi had finished the playing baseball
6 18 3 backing the Yale navy and paying
with one club organized
White Sox
denied.
leagues have determined to get what
would not last long.
0 8 2 for the English coaching system now
At the Cub office it was said that no Giants
they want before they enter the 19U
and
Batteries:
A . Comiskey put It to-- j trade involving Bresnahan or any one
Johnson
Schalk;
As
Charles
being given a thorough trial at New
camps.
training
Win- - Haven.
can
case
were
the
Rusuch
and
Wiltse
"If
lelse
one
was
in
on
fact
considered.
you
Mathewson,
Meyers,
seem
bent
day:
being
making
"They
Last June Harvard won over Yale,
etrong demand,' 'says Evers, "but what bet that I'd come mighty near winning mors of the deal did not hint at what go.
San Francisco, Oct. 29. It has taken
Kitty Gordon nine years to attain star- dom. She has appeared in nine
ferent plays five in England. Every
has been successful.
Kitty Gordon is famous for a numof things:
The Kitty Gordon
beauty: the Kitty Gordon back; the
also the
Kitty Gordon personality;
Kitty Gordon gowns. She is famous

-

as a prima donna.
She is famous for her husband, Capt.
brother of bord Decies,
husband of Vivian Gould, now mana-oniger of her show.
mar-be-r
Kitty Gordon has ideas about
riage.
"The trouble with most men," she
says, "is that when your love for them
begins they want your own individual
on two continents
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TULSA, OKLAHOMA,
Oct. 22nd, to Nov, 1st.

GOTO

New York multimillionaire,
on the water.

who

y

'

t

despite Hareourt Gold and the English stroke, but Yale has faith in the
English theory and will stick to it.
Harriman is dividing his time between his office in Wall street and
New Haven, running up to the home
of his alma mater every afternoon by
train or automobile. If money can
help Yale defeat Harvard, Harriman
'
will supply the necessary. '

$34.85

ROUND TRIP FARE FROM SANTA FE

DATES OF SALE,
Oct. 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26. 27 and 28

Return Limit, Nov. 5th,
H. S. LUTZ.

6T, -

lIJ.

SANTA FE, H. M

WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

29, 1913.

A commercial education in the OLDEST CITY IN
THE U. S. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, ele-
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CO,
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vation 7,018 feet, on the ROCKIES, AIR DRY,
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X
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
Sunshine the year round, rarely ever frosty, free
Iii Prices from $10 up to $30
Telephone the Postal TeleWILL
VI5M
do
if
X
not
you
and
We show you over 1500 samples.
malaria.
On
company
get
the
coldest
from fogs, mosquitoes
graph
NOTICE
OUR WINDOWS
X
The largest line in the city. We
your paper and one will be
sunshine.
buildin
the
X livered to vou at once.
Quaint old
can
fit
a
and
day one is warm
you
guarantee
perfect
find no better workmanship at any
XXX
SANTA FE
ings, crooked streets, dobe houses, no street cars. X X X X X X V
will pay more elseYou
price.
For October Special Prices
Peaceful, quiet, and lovely.
Mountains, rivers, P. M. V l.ienau is in Albuquerque
where, but remember our expenses
a
on
business
visit.
low
our
'day
are small; this makes
and streams, blue sky, a town Plaza, and band Jir. and....Mrs. names
umnn
(iridluy or San flfOflU COMES FROM WASHINGTON
prices possible.
WE SAVE YOU MONEY
stand. The certain home of diamonds and other t'eciro, are at tlie De arras.
Eighteen years' experience in
THAT
WILL
MAKE
SCIENTISTS
Mrthe tailoring business. Let us take
'?ea(1 have
and 1 iff any, of'turned,,anrt
stones, yet unearthed,
iej AN
precious
iroiii a brief visit to Albuquer-.
rT
r
your measure.
EXCURSION TO NEW MEXICO
T
or
New York, urquoise mines. Home
!,,.
PHONE 180.
210 SAN f:RANClSCO ST.
CUSTOM
TAILORING,
LINDHARDT,
TO
STUDY PUEBLOS AND
CLIFF
warden,!
"
pa
oldest house and Church in the U. S. and the only!, thisl.,admoi'inny? lor
a short trip to
125 Palace ive.
t
AND TO SEE REAL
DWELLINGS
bchool of American Archaeology. Cures and iciayton.
wi
INDIANS.
weak lungs, Asthma, itetrdiiy afternoonc. forMcDonald
Tuberculosis,
greatlyt assists
a short business;
charge for each, 10 cents. So go prei r i
i
i rAi
to
nas
Lincoln,
pared to do your shopping at. the
county,
itrip
and
gooa nsning,
Kheumatism,
vatarrn, Lout
WARD AND REST CONTENT.
WITH
::::
Mrs. Jiutilde Coxe Stevenson, mem"Country Store."
Circle
drive
400
and
walking.
shooting, hunting,
The Rummage Sale, with .Mrs. Henber of tiie staff of the bureau of Anier-Modern Cottage of 5
ican ethnology, has rt culvert notice o( ry Woodruff as chairman, will commiles, cave dwellings, and craters, ror BOYS and idays in the Ancient city.
tin; meeting of the Nineteeth Interna- bine another of the features of the
Rooms and Bath. Lot fronts
edusound
a
commercial
o'T (ional congress ol Americanists to be lnza Fete, and all persons who may
GIRLS, and Grown Ups,
about 100 feet on PalSouth
or
the
for
at
contributions
is
the
have
in
packages
at Washington, D, ('., October
cation guaranteed. The subjects are: Shorthand, jbuquerque, registered
Sale, will please leave the
Avenue.
Rummage
to 10, 1011.
ace
at. the Library on Library days,
Typewriting, Punctuation, Penman-- 1
s. w M. napp nf T,inidad.
One of the features of this congress same
Soanish-EnerlisWe will sell, within ten Jays' time, lor $2,800. NOW is the
or, if they are too large, if they will
Bus- - leompanied by her children, is visiting is the excursion ol the scientists
Bookkeeoinsr.
and
other
to
.
r
.in "f ll,n!i.
.if..
In. "uu r.... ti
to investigate the above.
" New Mexico to study the ancient ruin kindly send word, with their address.
time
""""
WhPn thr PANAMA nnpnc tW,
'"'f
ircs snhpris.
to convey
home on nunce avenue.
"
td pm.bIos nild em iwpnlnf,s as W(.,i a messenger will he sent
J,
r
r
me to the Library. All contributions
a. j. casner is back trom a two
will be a demand ror thousands or men and women,
(he pregeilt lwMo ImUalls in tlu,jr
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
should he at. the Library by tomorrow
Fie reports an (r
ks' lmnting trip
J
)ul,ive ,.nvlronmenL
n
an
Skn,1n,l
Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N, M.
wn,
SrnieK.Flic,
or
fail.
without
,L
near
ana
otner
k
dik
i'wi
Limnw
alternoon,
"
'aiispiirp
tjiiciion
The International Congress of Amerand
vnewritine-ri Hint he bad a pood outing.
Another new feature to be adtled
this
the
sttirlv
time
shnn
is
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,! HAYWARD HAS IT,
icanists
::::
has
for
its
the
historic
object
r
. i J
i! Mrs. H. K. Wilson and T. J. Wilson,
'will be the Tea Wagon at the Armory.
study of the two
commence. rplerms: Education, residence
andiot reaver Fails, pa., passed throuKii and scientific
and
hot tea, hot coffee, punch, eider
and their inhahitanis.
to Cali'
will be served.
board for one year, 50 weeks, $600. Six months ra,.57evr
oner"1itVvay
lion. William H. Holmes, curator of oilier refreshments
booth Is beins
The
art and anthropology of the
S.
$350, three months, 13 weeks, $200. It requires Mis8 (raee Hanna left this
and
that department
is president of the arranged for,
National
museum,
ror
way
Little
nock.
Ark.,
by
will as usual be the inecca of those
months
commercial
course and six 'ol El Paso, exas. She willgoingremain
and Ales
at urganizating committee
.
.
. for a full
WILL MAKE AN ATTRACT.
.
who are looking to the future. If yon
of physical anthmonths ror two subjects. 1 here is now a vacancy juttie Rock indefinitely with her llrdlieka, V.curator
IVE OIFT.
See our display
to find out whether you are to
FILIGREE
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!
S. National
museum, is become an heir to a
ropology
of Necklaces, Cuif Buttons,
large estate, or
a
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secretary.
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you are to be favored with n trip lo
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preliminary
illrs. R. P. Ervien. Miss Sybil Hunt,
f rank Horn and .1. Adams returned cttigress is as follows:
to arrangements
"Pursuant
tour of
llast night from a
1200-mil- e

FOR RENT 3 furnished rooms for light housekeeping, College St.,
$18.00 per month.
FOR RENT 5 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights,
$20.00 per month.
FOR RENT 6 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights
$35.00 per month.
FOR SALE 300 acres good land near Roswell on the Pecos river,
land well fenced, artesian well flows 350 gallons per minute,

small house, 8 acres of alfalfa and
all can be irrigated. Price $11,000.

acres under cultivation,

20

O. C. WATSON & CO.
A. BISHOP, PROP.)

(C.

New Mexico made in two motors,
Mr. and Mrs. Hans Meyn of New
York, and W. Meyn, of Germany, who
lhave been sightseeing In Santa Fe,
jleave today per motor for the Rito de
llos Frijoles canyon. The Myens have

Tibeen stopping at the

T)e Vargas.
Antonio Lucero, secretary ot state,
was operated on recently, visited
jhls office this morning for the first
'time since the operation, fie is much
improved in health and looks better
'than for a long time previous to 1he
operation.
Professor Norton stated today that
jhe has written such alluring letters
'about Santa. Fe's climate that his sisI
ter, Mrs. Krncst Oldham, and her
year-oldaughter, will soon leave New
'Zealand and come to Santa Ke to
the best, climate in the world.
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Brown, of
Colorado, are expected here today to take charge of the local West
ern Union Telegraph office, succeeding
Manager E. J. ISerger, of New York
City, and Miss Lillian Dent, of Rochester.
R. F. Asplund of the state educational department, left last night for Albuquerque on business connected with
the arrangements for the meeting of
association
the state educational
Mrs. Asplund
there November
and daughter Caroline, left last nlghl
ifor a visit with relatives at St. Joseph
ja-h-

just visit the tent and get
your money's worth,
Next on the program will bo the
lfig supper to be served in the Library
.and just u glance at. the following
menu, and you'll at once make up
your mind to do no cooking next Fri-- i
day night, but take supper at the
Library, with your friends.
The Menu.
Pork Roast
Apple Sauce
Cold Slaw
Escalloped Potatoes
Chile Con Carne,
Beans
Hot Rolls
Brown Bread
Pickles
Celery
Cheese
Crackers
Jelly
PUMPKIN PIE

j

made at

the Eighteenth International Congress
cf Americanists, in London, I!il2, Ihn
Nineteenth congress will meet in
America in Kill in two sesions, the
first at Washington, D. C, V. S. A.,
and the second at La Paz, llolivia.
"The session at Washington will be
held under the auspices of the Smithsonian Institute, In
with
the The George Washington University, Georgetown
University, The
Catholic University of , America, the
Anthropological Society of Washing
ton, and the Washington
Society of
the Archaeological Institute
of Amer-'- ,
'
ica.

a wife,

to look at the skilled workmen who turn out these beautiful
pieces of jewelry.

: H.

C. VONTZ,

UNI1ED

JEWELER,

STATES

BANK

SAN FRANCISCO

8

STREET,

TRUST

GO,

Does a General Banking Business.

Coffee

rflllltrttl(M(IIIMIIIIMItMIIIItll(lllilllltllllllfllllll(ttlltlllMlllllllllllllllllek
After the supper the Armory floor
"During the session au excursion will have been cleared for the grand
will be made to the highly interesting
committee and
ball, and the music
aboriginal quarry and workshop at floor committee have completed all ar-- ;
llltlllltlliltttlfltffMIIIIII lllllttlllltllllltlMllllllllllllllltMllllllllllMtlllllllllllttlllllllllllllllltlllir
Piney Branch, D. C; and following the ransements. and all the latest music
.
B. LAUGIILIN, President.
congress It is expected that tWO eXN.
iW. 0. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
,1,., ni.rir,"im nml l,,v,.,a i,f
elu sions will be arranged, one to Ohio tlie riiince will hnve their annetite
J. 0. LAMY,
for the examinationof
ancient ,vll,,tn,,d t0 thelr IParVa content,
mounds, the other to New Mexico fori
!,. rre,n
,lutvKh,nntthe
tudy of ancient ruined pueblos puncn cigar8i cigarette, etc., will also
and
as well as of the bo served at. the
Armory during the
present Pueblo Indians in their native Fete.
;
environment.
The Armory and Library builtliiiR
"To avoid delay in announcements, are being arranged and elaborate
und to facilitate the jrganiztUiou of Halloween decorations will
the session, those h$t desire to be
come meiuhers are urged to communi- Watch the New Mexican for anW. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
hti U'ltli the !.noiineonients tomorrow.
:lt !iu Knnn iin
secretary, giving the. titles of papers
which they wish to present before tlie
CoflV..
congress, together with a brief sum
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Astonishing Results With the Greatest
Purifier Ever Discovered.
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.Modern
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DEFENDING

(liy Gibson Gartliipr.)
Washington, I). C, Oct. 29. A bill
to authorize the. building of a bridge
which is already built is the latest
move of the Mississippi River Power
company grab, through Congressman
Kennedy, of Iowa, its special pleader
in congress.
Kennedy on August l!)i
introduced a bill (H. B. 7510), "Grant- mg to the Inter-CitBridge company, its successors and assigns, the
right to construct, maintain and operate a bridge across the Mississippi
river," between the towns of Keokuk,
111.
The Inter
il wa, anil Hamilton
City Bridge company is another name
for the Mississippi River Power com

ROUND
j

j

t'Oll KENT furnished
at New Mexican,

191 J

,

Protect Your Baby

TRIP RATE FROM SANTA FE

To buy or lease, build- WANTKD
u:g or lot. uive inn description ana
particulars in hrst letter. Address,
The Colorado
Garage & Machine
Santa Fe, N. M.
Shops. Box

TAKE THE "SANTA FE ROAD."

save baby many a cold

Keep out cold draughts
and sickness.

H.

S LUTZ,
SAN'I A f'K,

room.

FOR KENT Three
or six room
Ap-- I
house, furnished or unfurnished.
ply 1). S. Lowitzki. tiw San Francisco.

DATES OF SALE,
November 8th to 10th.
RETURN LIMIT,
Thirty Days from Date of Sale

j
j

lOlh-ISlh-

$47.70

THE MEASURE.

Strength, Power, Accomplishment are all Typified in S. S. S.
Bome Mood disorders become deeply eliminated from their presence.
Tooted in the glands and tissues, and the
Then, too, S. S. S. has such
mistake in made of resorting to drastic stimulation on these local cells as specific
to preSrugs. Those only apfrravate by causing serve their mutual welfare and a proper
other and worse troubles. A host of peo- relative assistance to each other.
ple know this to be true.
In a veiy brief time S. S. S. has the
They know
from painful experience.
reconstructive
process so under control
J'o pet right down Into where the blood that remarkable- rhjmcrps nr,-- nhspv-p.- i
ah
is vllialed requires S. 8. S. the greatest eruptive places heal, mysterious nains and
blood purifier ever discovered.
aches have disappeared, and from head to
This remarkable remedy contains one foot there Is a conscious sensation of reIngredient, tbe active purpose of which is newed health.
to stimulate the tissues to the healthy
From the fact that S. S. S. Is purely
selection of Its own essential nutriment a botanical preparation, it Is accepted by
and the medicinal elements of this match- the weakest stomach and has great tonic
less blood purifier are Just as essential to influence.
Not one drop of drugs or
well balanced health as the nutritious minerals is used in its preparation.
Ash:
elements of the meats, grains, fats and for S. S. 8. and Insist upon having it.
sugars of our daily food.
And if you desire skillful advice upon any
Not only this, but if from the presence matter concerning the blood and skin
of some disturbing poison there Is a local write to The Swift Specific Co., 205 Swift
or general interference of nutrition to Bldg, Atlanta, Ga. Do not allow soma
cause "bolls, carbuncles, abscesses and zealous clerk to larrup the atmosphere In
kindred troubles, S. S. S. so directs the eloquence over something "Just as good"
local cells that this poison it rejected and as S, S, g. Beware of all counterfeits.

WANTS

HOOUOIHIIUi!

SayiSS&SI
t

AGENT,

and SalesWANTED
Salesmen
ladies to represent us in this territory.
Splendid opportunity choice line of

M.

i

QriPTIPe!BpeCial,U'BI lUb Ml Mills
rPQATFRNAr
ln I UlMirlL OUUL

Wes,Prn

"rokerage

Co..

Bldg., EI Paso, Texas.

MASONIC.

WANTED
Middle aged couple to
Ixjdge work. Wife to cook in small camp;
No. 1, A. F. & A. M
husband to act as watchman and do
Hegular communi- chores. Americans only need apply.
cation flrit Monday For further information address T. 8.,
of each month at care New Mexican.
at
Maionic Hall

All during the cold fall and winter months a Perfection
Smokeless Oil Heater keeps the house warm.
It can be carried from room to room wherever you go.
Warms up bathroom or parlor in next to no time.
This year's model Perfection burns nine hours on a single
gallon of oil. Easy to clean, and rewick in a moment. No
flat font insures
smoke automatic-lockin- g
heat
always.
steady

pany.

The present bill is similar lo the
bill for the same purpose introduced
by Kennedy last December (H. K.
2(X12) but which failed of passage.
The real purpose of the bill is to enable I he power company to charge
tolls for the use of the top of its dam

flame-spread-

and the bridge extension thereof, as
The company is now seeka bridge.
ing to legalize an act already per-

Montezuma

er

OIL COMPANY
THE CONTINENTAL
(Incorporated in Colorado)
Denver

formed.

Pueblo

7:30.
E. R. PAUL, W. M.
E. LINNEY. Secretary.

LADIES

"RESOLVENT,"

Try

remove superfluous
to
luur. Will not harm the most, delicate
SI.OO by mail.
Manu
The O.-Bants Fe Chapter No skin.
Co., Wl Mills Building, El
1, R. A. M.
Regulat facturing
second Paso, Texas.
convocation
Monday of each month
Six per cent loans on farms, orat Masonic Hall at
chard lands, city, resident or business
7:30 p. m.
property, to buy, build, improve, exJ. A. MASSIE,
seH. p tend or refund mortgages or other
ARTHUR SELIOMAN,

ICHAS.

Albuquerque
Salt

guaranteed

Boise
Lake City
Butte
Cheyenne
At the hearing on the bill last January, Mr. R. C. Marsh, representing a
biidge company of his own which was
terms reasonable;
curities;
special
Secretary.
seeking rights further down the river,
invited.
correspondence
privileges;
Miner Injured.
of the Andrews Oil company in Eddy presented facts in regard to this Their aim is to secure control a hoof shipped in from the farms and
Santa r'e Cotnuianflery Dept. L.. filS Commonwealth Bldg.,
about 4 county, and work begun at once. This "bridge" bill which somewhat startled
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It was shown that the power comprincipally from a dislocated shoulder, ganized
Free Masonry meets on KENYON COMPANY, Des Moines, lo.
along the Delaware & Hudson herring. The tariff on fish was onewhich received proper attention, and veloping the property and not for the pany had obtained permission to erect playing
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the injured man Is resting easy.
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refused aid of government apparatus.
m.
although offering to pay for it, on the
Leave
Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connot
could
the
government
ground that
nect with No. 7 wettbeund caraid private work.
continued Mr.
'I have found,"
rying El Paso sleeper, altt No.
Delicious Hot Chocolate.
4 eastbound.
Marsh, in common with others, partic
i
October'! chilly dyi IDggeft something
ularly the chamber of commerce of
wtrm lor tbe inner man.
aids digestion and purifies the blood. As a consequence both
Returning, arrive Santa F 1:36 p.
We're reedy.
the city of Quincy, that the power
m.
the stomach and liver return to their normal and healthy condition.
WA're eerTinc hot cnoeolete made from
cauicc pruuuci ; noieuiur
Nervousness and biliousness soon disappear. The entire system
company has refused to grant rateB
Ite
Leave
excellence
and
Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to conpurity,
takes on new life.
for power to any community or any
deliciouinesa of flavor.
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
We don't know ot any other nor
subsidiary company which was not
For over forty years this famous old medicine
No. 9 westbound.
chocolate-t- oo
controlled by them.
has "made good" and never more so than today,
Through its
that lenta
Los
of
Miss
county,
Conchita
different
a
often
at
OURS
superior
recently
under
lt'a
Sepulveda,
judge
Angeles
all
than
sale
world
Independperhaps,
agents,
the
over
acting
enjoying greater
expenalTe,
Returning, arrive 6anta Fe 11:68
there'e nothing too good for our patrons,
a. m.
ent names, they have already nego- chosen queen of the Portola festival, Or. her mother's side she is the de-- !
any other doctor's prescription.
A PIPING HOT
celebration at San Fran- scendant of one of California's oldest
tiated for, and are negotiating for, the the three-daFor sale at all druggists In liquid or tablet form, or
FOR
CUPFUL
0
for
public utilities of practically every cisco commemorating the discovery families, tracing its lineage direct
Call
fifty lc stamps for trial bo Address
you etui send
Served with dainty, crisp crackers, m
town along the river from St. Louis of San Francisco bay by Don Gasper from Don Gasper, himself. The fam-DR. R. V. PIERCE, BUFFALO, N. Y.
11
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in
of
of
holds
thousands
acres
fresh.
Reports.
I
the
de
is
to Burlington, westward into Missouri
daughter
Ygnacio
Portola,
HURLER'S 'wsyt
Ifyoslo
in rt i.y city, we'll axpress it to ion.
and Iowa, and eastward into Illinois. Sepulveda. former county, district and Spanish grants,
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(Continued From Page One.)
chance for them to escape.' "

WEDNESDAY,

church 1b for all the various boards,
mission, Bible, church extension and
Sunday schools, to get together and
make a systematic canvass for collec tions. This was the remedy suggest- ed today by Dr. S. Karl Taylor, of New
York, secretary of the board of for eign missions of the church.
Cnder the present almost total lack
of financial plan, wo are staggering
; pastors nntl laiety with multiple appears for aid," said Dr. Taylor.
"The only remedy I can see is for
MAN ACCUSED OF MURDERING OWN M! of the boards to get together on
cne general plan."
SON SLIPS OUT OF JAIL, CAUSING
System is the keynote of the new
financial scheme, as explained
church
MUCH
CRITICISM OF " PRISON by Dr. .1. B. Trimble, of Iowa. Two
treasurers and two church budgets
BARS THAT DO NOT HOLD."
are contained in the plan and Dr.
Trimble said it proved successful.
READ'S WARNING.

URIOSTE

FOOLS

TURNKEY AND

source of the Income, insofar as said
provisions apply to residents of the
I'nited States, Bhall be, and the same
jare hereby repealed, but in all other
respects said Section 2 shall remain
in full force and effect."
n

OCTOBER

29, 1913.

Elegant Line
IN THE

LATEST

SHAPES

Plush, Velour, Felt, Beaver.
:
Velvet, Silk, Satin, Moire Hats
DPD KIDfTfV
CIMf
together with a most beautiful
I 1111 I LIWV1L.U
line of novelties in Ribbons,
TESTIMONY IN
Bands, Fancy and Ostrich FeathTHE FUNK TRIAL ers, Rtc, are shown et
j

Then Hennessy declared that
said: "Hennoksiy, if you curry
this out and give me the conconditiun
Auto Delivery Every Hour I
Auto Delivery Every Hour!
al pardon, while won't tell anything
are friends ot
on those fellows thi-.-mine I will put everything 'against
e'them In the form or aflidavtis and
s
i
you let me out I will make tlieni
Chicago, Oct. 29. Reading of
of testimony taken at the near-linjvote for the governor, just ns would
of the damage suit of John C. Hen- (make them vole for me."
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
Service
Try Our
Hennessy told Stilwell, he declared,
ning against Clarence S. Funk, for althat if Stilwell "would go to the
ienation of the affections of Mrs.
continued today at the trial of T022ER TELLS WHY
attorney's office with me and
STUDENTS STAY AWAY.
Daniel Donahoe, a lawyer, and Isaac
do a real public service by telling
Iwhat he had told me, and which he
Steifel, a private detective, charged
could prove in respect to one very imwith conspiracy to defame Funk's
(Continued From Page One.)
iuortant senator and one very im- character.
The first testimony read was that of has at its door important sites. I
'portant private citizen, that he would SHERIFF REPLIES. SAYING
Alleen Heppner, a defendant to the consider your city the best situation
iget his unconditional pardon; then,
of what he might do
irrespective
conspiracy charge, who will be tried for such a school that can be obtained
POLITICS ARE TO BLAME
SUITS AND OVERCOATS TO FIT separately, in the civil suit Mi;s Hep- in the United States. We certainly
with those other seven senators that
PERFECTLY THE EXTRA LARGE, pner testified that she had seen Funk hope that you will succeed In keeping
he could control in the
he
EXTRA STOUT OR EXTRA SMALL and Mrs. Helming together at a hotel. the school where it is.
matter of the governor's trial."
to
at
dishes
wash
While pretending
MAN. THE HUB, N. SALMON.
The testimony of Edwin Deuter.
"School" Not a School.
"Now
don't want to read much of
Rivera y
to the county jail Francisco
"As is stated in your article in the
Combs, Olive Rubber, 50c kind, 29c; then a bell boy at the hotel, also was
this." Hennessy said, referring
Stilwell's interview, "but I told you Urioste, held on the charge of murder- Toe kind, 49. Butt Bros. Co.
recited, stating that he served drinks Santa Fe New Mexican, the 'School'
This is the Evening The Mer- to Funk and Mrs. Henning in a room has never been a school in the acceptabout the fact that he offered to de ing his own son, escaped from jail yesliver so many senators to the gover- terday evening "just as the sun went chants' association will meet thi3 at the hotel. Deuter has confessed ed sense of the term. Hewett has had
down."
nor.
evening in H. C. Vontz's store prompt- that this testimony wi.s perjured, and a lot of his personul friends lecturing
" 'How many senators at the presThe news caused quite a stir over ly at S o'clock. All members and mer- will be granted immunity In return for on Palestine and Greece to a picnic
ent time can you vouch for in good the city because of the horrible fea- chants who have not yet turned in his evidence for the state in the pres- crowd of women. His camp at the
VS'V
ii
asked ture disclosed ut the hearing of the their applications are cordially invited ent case.
faith up there?' " Hennessy
Rito de los Frijoles has had a shorter
Mrs. Henning, who collapsed on the and shorter session as the years have
Stilwell, he said, and the latter re- Urioste case before Justice Nicholas and urged to be present.
to
the
it.
According
Gnaaev and Ervien for mission fix- - witness stand yesterday, was reported gone by. No real work was done and
plied: "It will be at least Bix, it may Sena on October
reach seven. You know when the tentfmoiiv of Urioste's wife, tin pris tureg an(j electric portables.
improved today.
great opportunities have been thrown
tils
old
THE COAT
MAKINAW
COATS,
fight came up, they held a caucus oner killed not only
away.
"It would have been possible with
against me and I had to go after them son Filiberto but three other chil- THAT TAKES THE PLACE OF AN
WIFE
SULZER'S
and drive them to the wall.' "
a proper man in charge for us to send
LOOKS
AND
dren, during the past few years.
OVERCOAT
"And then he mentioned a certain
Sheriff Closson stated today that he
out, real students In the subject for
ATTACKED (N
THE HUB, N. SALMON.
Ot has men scouring the country for
senator," Hennessy explained.
excavation and Btudy.
A position by a good
WANTED
A PAMPHLET practice Absentee
tills senator, Hennessy declared Stil Urioste and is confident that the man salesman in a general merchandise
Directorship.
well said: "He told me all about it will be captured in a short time, "I store.
"You have the beginnings of a great
Speaks English and Spanish,
29.
his
New
and then f went after them.' "
Oct.
William
for
Sulzer
museum in Santa Fe and it should
York,
have offered a reward of $50
experience 20 years. Address P. O.
asked the authorities today to investi- grow into importance.
Hewett is
"Then I asked him," Hennessy capture," said the sheriff.
I3ox 366, Santa Fe, N. M.
stateatnow so deeply concerned with
he would not deliver those
the
When asked if he had any
Invitations gate the authorship of a pamphlet
Announced
Wedding
EXPERIENCE knows which way to go EXPERIENCE shows which way said, "whyto
and
senators
the district attorney
ment to make in reply to the criti- have been sent out for the wedding of tacking his wife.
San Diego affair that his Interests are
EXPERIENCE chooses EXPERIMENT chances.
you should have gone.
This pamphlet, written in Hebrew, other than museums and schools.
do a service to the state, and he said: cisms heard all over town because of Mary Magdalena Baca, daughter of
Stop taking chances. Leave EXPERIMENT to those who prefer the Ex- 'I will not
back on any man that Urioste's escape, Sheriff Closson said: Mr. and Mrs. X. Baca, to Marr Vin- was circulated anonymously in the
There Are Others.
citement of wondering how things will turn out, buy your Kitchen and is friend go
of mine. I won't do it, but
a
where the
"You may say that I feel the sheriff cent Dohrer, to occur at S a. m., Wed- sixth assembly district,
"Hewett has always said that the
Household articles from the RELIABLE HARDWARE STORE and you will I will
is running for assembly 'Cambridge Crowd' did not like him
go to them and say: 'Senator, should be pitied rather than criticised. nesday, November 5th, at St. Francis
know by Experience that it is the only way toward Satisfaction.
here is the situation. I am placed in 1 cannot be at the jail every moment Cathedral.
man on the Progressive tickets. Jews because they were jealous of him.
Sulzer You will find on investigation that it
15 this position. Now if you will vote for of the day and night.
For this reaNo. 190 Tea Kettles
Rexall Cold Tablet break up a cold predominate in this district.
$0.93
qt. Enameled Dippers
adia more than Cambridge. I know of
10 the governor and save the situation, son turnkeys are employed and It has over night and do It most efficiently had it read last night when he
Triple-coateWater Bucket .75 qt Enameled Mixing Bowl
,
all right; otherwise, I am going to been unfortunate that they have turn- ncd permanently. You need no other dressed a big political meeting.
no one interested in scientific work
Enameled Drinking Cups....
Lip Preserve
"
Hennessy con ed out so badly. I do not hesitate to guarantee. Zook's Pharmacy, Inc..
75
3 for
The pamphlet said that Mrs. Snlzer, along archaeological lines in America
.10 come out and tell.'
Kettles
cluded by saying the governor would say that I am done with listening to succeeding Fischer Drug Co.
75
her with the exception of two or three at
Sance Pans
Enameled, Lipped Sauce
although a jewess, repudiated
75
15 not accept this offer of StilweU'A and reeonioiondations
10 qt. Dish Pans
pans
and a few
of turnkeys I am
Rio Arriba County Murder Felipe faith after her husband became gov- Washington
personal
ne
85 The Great Harpers Cookers, only
.75 that the pardon
Dish Pans .".
aemanueqflvv' .sick pf letting politics be injected into Sandoval was shot and killed near ernor and on more than one occasion friends who stands for Hewett. HIS
h'e
did
declared'
95
10 was issued. Hennessy
.Dish Pans
the control of the jail. I shall name Coyote Rio Arriba county, Monday, in Philadelphia, Mr. Sulzer had intro- SCIENTIFIC REPUTATION IS OF
Pudding Pans
10 not tell Sulzer what Stilwell had said men for
75
NO VALUE.
Cereal Cookers
Pudding Pans
turnkeys who will be on the according to meager reports received duced her as a Presbyterian.
about certain senators.
.20
No. 28 Enameled Wash Basins..
Hewett an Advertiser.
by District Attorney Alexander
today
job."
Tamof
Charles F. Murphy, leader
Triple-coate"1 had an example of the way
Enameled Ware wn stand an awful lot of Hard Wear, It
he
Asked if ifc is true that a half dozen Read. It was also stated that the
carLAWYER
CHARGED
It comes from
many hall was asked today if he
advertises himself in an Interview he
or more prisoners have made a
slayer was in custody, although the
ed to comment on the application
WITH RIFLING
from the jail in the past few prisoner's name was not given, exgave the New York Times. He made
made by Stephen J. Stilwell to Gov- months the sheriff replied: "No, It is cept to say that he was an
in this interview promises to return
CLIENT'S ESTATE from
ernor Sulzer for a pardon, in which not true. Three prisoners have esGuatemala with the key of the
$5.00 IS A POPULAR PRICE FOR
Stilwell said that, he had been assurand we got two of them back. A BOY'S SCHOOL SUIT AND WE
hieroglyphic and archaeological probcaped
ed that Tammany would procure his It is true that one man sawed out of ARE SHOWING THE BEST
SUIT
New York, Oct. 29. Burton W. Gib lems of the Maya culture. The promrelease after Sulzer was removed.
jail. That was a misfortune that we EVER SOLD FOR THE MONEY. son, the New York lawyer twice tried ises were simply absurd and his
"If lift keeps on talking like that," could not
without resullB for the murder of his friends denied that he couFd have said
THE HUB, N. SALMON.
prevent."
Mr. Murphy said, "they will add an
I have a letter from
Wanted Store for exclusive sale oi client, Rosa Menschik Szabo, was ar these things.
Sheriff Closson denied emphatically
him
to
other year
the report that Urioste was walking Pioneer Bakery Goods on Plaza. Ap- raigned here today to plead to four the reporter who took the interview
m
m
mum
stnweu yet nas to serve
,.,,, Sllnrtav listenW to ply to Pioneer Bakery, formerly An- indictments charging him with rlflling which states that the report in the
th
four year sentence for bribery.
her estate. Three of the indictments paper was virtually in Hewett's own
tM sweet Btra,ns o the bftn(j,s ltmsic drews' Bakery.
"
or that he was basking in the sun up- Squibbs Olive Oil is the best oil that charge grand larceny; the fourth for words.
Hewett In the Field.
town. "He'has not been outside of is possible to produce we'll sell it in gery.
STRIKERS GIVEN 24
As administrator of her estate, Gib
"I have had an opportunity of obHOURS TO QUIT. the jail yard since he was sent to the 25c, 50 and $1.00 packages. Butt Bros.
son has failed, it Is alleged to account serving Hewett in the field. Professor
county jail," he declared. "When he Co.
Lecturer satisfactorily for $7,100 of the $10,000 Dixon and myself were at one of
Masonic
Work Grand
was in the yard a turnkey was watch(Continued From Page One.)
the first camps at the Rito. We then
John J. Kelly, representing the Grand which she left.
ing him."
Gibson was allowed a postponement and there decided that Hewett was
The sheriff stated that he had two Lodge of New Mexico, A. P. & A. M.,
for the United Mine Workers of America today notified Sheriff Buster that men on College street last night sta- will conduct a series of lessons of in- until Monday to enable him to study no person to have charge of the work
and we were not backward in Btating
the union men will continue to picket tioned not far from the Urioste home struction in Masonic work for New the charges.
our opinions. Since that time one
railroad stations and crossings in in an effort to catch XTrioste in case Mexico in Masonic hall on the south
K
after another of the workers in "this
spite of yesterdays district court ver- he attempted to pay a fleeting visit to side of the plaza every afternoon and MURET IS GIVEN
field have joined us in our estimation
his domicile.
dict holding picketing illegal.
evening this week. All Masons should
,
of the man.
SEVEN AND A
attend as many of these lessons as
Mr. Read's Warning.
Today pickets were on duty. DisHewett's Influence.
trict Attorney Carlson announced his It will be recalled by those who at- possible in order to become proficient.
HALF YEAR TERM "One bad
SANTA FE, N. M.
PHONE 12
feature of this work is
OUR BLANKET AND COMFORT
intention of conferring with the gov- tended the' hearing before Justice
Is
the harm he is doing the young men
AT
ernor on the situation.
Nicholas Sena that District Attorney DEPARTMENT IS COMPLETE
New York, N. Y., Oct. 29. Ernest under his charge. Harrington
and
the VERY LOW PRICES. N." SALMON.
Alexander Read,
representing
both excellent men in
an- A. Muret, bogus dentist, and compau Morley are
the
The
that
Inc.,
state,
every
expressed
hope
Capital
Pharmacy,
CARAVELS LEAVE
would be made to see that nounce their HOT SODA MENU, as ion of the Rev. Hans Schmidt, slayer their respective fields but they have
TODAY FOR ERIE, PA. effort
Urioste should not escape. The pris- follows: Hot Chocolate, Hot Tomato of Anna Aumuller, was sentenced to- been forced to do things not compatoner was to stay in jail until his case Bouillon, Turkey Sandwitch, Hot Cof- day to serve seven years and six ible with scientific work.'
Cleveland, O., Oct. 29. The three
"Various Manipulations."
of court. fee, Chicken Bouillon, Chicken Sand-- months in the federal prison at At
Columbus caravels, the Pinta, Nina comes up at the March term
"In regard to the attitude of the
wich, Hot Lemon Cordial, and Hot lanta, for having in his possession a
and Santa Maria, which came to
Buffalo Punch. The above is of the complete outfit to be used in counter- managing committee of the school,
Cleveland on their way from Chicago SYSTEM IS NEEDED IN
METHODIST FINANCES. ' usual Good Quality, of the Capital feiting $20 bills. Muret was convict- you will find that the entire committo the Panama exposition at San Fran- tee is made up of the" personal friends
ed yesterday,
MODERN AND
isco left here today for Erie, Pa.
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 29. The Pharmacy, Inc.
of Hewett. The small committee at
Get the Best in Drugs and Chemthe only way out of the complex financial
a time it was reported that
For
the Btart, composed of the best inALWAYS
situation of the Methodist Episcopal icals and the truest In satisfaction by
trip would be abandoned.
formed archaeologists in their respechaving all your drug store wants filled
tive fields, objected to certain acts of
at Zook's Pharmacy, Inc., succeeding
LARGE LOBBY
the director. By means of a letter
Fischer Drug Co.
New York, Oct. 29. Lower prices vote and various
AND VERANDAS
manipulations of the
JUST RECEIVED A BIG ASSORT- abroad influenced the tone of
the mark- chairman of this committee as sugMENT OF CHILDREN'S COATS
et at the outset today. Sentiment was
gested by Hewett the committee was
COMFORTABLE PORCH
THE ARE BEAUTIES. N. SALMON. also affected
unfavorably by reports enlarged so that the old members
SWINGS and ROCKERS
Hot Water Bottles and Fountain of a
movement among employes were outvoted
wage
again and again.
Syringes the $1.50 kind, 89c. Good of western roads for wage increases
Service and Cuisine
Professors Quit.
In ones, 69c. Guaranteed one year. Butt and further reduction
to
follow
them.
see
others
also
that
of
Bonds.
in
School
the
prices
in
the Best
As a consequence Professors Put
City
Bros. Co.
steel products.
The county treasurer of Guaradlupe various counties the local game assoAmple facilities for large
nam, Mr. Charles Bowditch, Professor
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An
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county has advertised that
ness
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day proceeded steadily until leading not want any responsibility in the
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1
1
order
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may
a
stocks
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of
had
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they
counbonds for district No. 22 in that
your drug store needs; then you'll feel above yesterday's close. ' The shorts acts of the director. Since that time
Hewett has had his own way. The
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A
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of
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number
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nonplussed by the strength ot Institute is not as a whole interested
and will be sold for not less than 90
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about
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cents on the dollar.
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Room With Bath, $3.00 Up.
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stocks,
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States district attorney for
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Corporation
ceived a letter from the department
"For the last year we have forgotMrs. Rapp's Tea Mrs. Hamilton interest and dividend payments and
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'The
,
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of justice signed by James
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Roswell,
street,
ed States, designating
Albuquerque
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tea
W. M. Rapp,
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Representative
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in executive session.
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soon
The
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Charles M. Pratt testified before
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